- All relay teams (swimming & athletics) are selected on merit the basis of which is the times recorded at the annual school carnival. The students who post the four fastest times across their ages heats will represent the school at the zone carnival, and any subsequent carnival. The student who posts the fifth fastest time shall be the relay reserve.

- If a relay team student is absent due to illness or unforseen circumstances at the school carnival and this student has had outstanding zone/regional/state representation from previous years he/she will be considered for selection and may be able to progress to zone as a relay member and individual competitor as selected by the sport coordinator.

- If a relay team student is unable to attend the Zone or any subsequent carnivals due to unavoidable circumstances, their position will be taken by the relay reserve for the given carnival and any subsequent carnivals. In this case, the relay reserve will retain their position in the team for any subsequent carnivals.

- If a relay team student is unable to attend Zone or any subsequent carnivals due to unavoidable circumstances (e.g. illness, family death, family crisis, etc.) and a reserve is called into a relay team, the reserve will compete only at the next specified carnival (zone / regional) to relace the original team member. The reserve will not replace the original chosen member at any subsequent carnivals and has the choice to accompany the team if they progress further on the basis of being a reserve.

- The reserve is encouraged to attend all training sessions and carnivals.

- All relay team members are asked to make a commitment to attend training sessions as arranged by the school, which usually take place between the Regional and State carnivals.

Sport Coordinator: Mr M Mitchell (December 2012)